YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO OUR

BITCOIN/CRYPTOCURRENCY

WORKSHOP

WEDNESDAY, March 25, 2015
9:00AM – 1:30PM

LaGuardia Community College
31-10 Thomson Ave, PoolSide Café
Long Island City, NY 11101
(The easiest entrance is the LaGCC Performing Arts Center on VanDam street)

Eventbrite Page to RSVP:  http://bit.ly/1zgo4N4

Confirmed Speakers :

- **Andrew "Flip" Filipowski**, Bitcoin entrepreneur, of SilkRoad Equity, speaking on the opportunities of the technology
- **Steven Sprague**, of Rivetz Corp., reporting on mixing cybersecurity and cryptosecurity to create more secure payment systems.
- **Alex Palantzas**, Bitcoin Center, speaking on how to promote Bitcoin development in New York City,
- **Aidan Doyle**, speaking on Bitcoins and cryptocurrency as an investment strategy.
- **Phillip Raymond**, CRYPSA Co-Chair and CEO, speaking on what is needed to have a safe and business friendly cryptocurrency industry.
- **Manny Perez**, CRYPSA Co-Chair and COO, speaking on the global vision

For more details about Cryptocurrency and our Workshop, please visit  http://crypsa.org